President Buell G. Gallagher has found himself in the midst of a hot controversy as a result of a statement he issued in response to a column written last week. In a Monday column, Mr. Koppett, in his usual melodramatic manner, depicted President Gallagher as one who would not give preferential treatment at registration to athletes while other students in the College did receive such benefits. He also said that Gallagher kept bringing up the phrase, "Don't call me Gallagher." Mr. Koppett, in his Monday column, charged President Gallagher with violation of the Inter-Club Board's rules which would result in his suspension due to "misbehavior." President Gallagher refused to take Mr. Koppett's columns as a basis for any action against interference, by President Gallagher. It was agreed that a panel of five, simultaneously held, would be composed to have Jay Rice, City College for Development Values in Thought and Action, the Conference approached the theme through a series of five, simultaneous, panel discussions. Each panel group consisted of a chairman selected from the faculty, two students and two other faculty members.

The Conference felt that the student must assume initiative in making values for himself, must know himself, and serve as a model for others. In the final analysis, the report stated, "The City College is obligated to create the circumstances, individual and group, that will result in a sense of belonging, individual responsibility, the College community and appreciation of the responsibilities of the individual for the enrichment of the values of other individuals and groups in the College community.

By Murton Horst

All-College Conference Recommends Maturity

In a report of its meeting held March 15, 1956 at the University Center, the Second All College Conference stated that City College is our obligation to create the circumstances, individual and group, that will result in a sense of belonging, individual responsibility, the College community and appreciation of the responsibilities of the individual for the enrichment of the values of other individuals and groups in the College community.
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Choose Mamberg For Ad Conclave

Mr. Walter A. Tenney, supervisor of the advertising division, announced that Dewey Mamberg, an upper senior majoring in business administration, has been elected president of the City College of the City University of New York Advertising Club.

Mr. Mamberg is a member of the Board of Directors of the Advertising Week, a student publication which, through its weekly columns, aims to stimulate interest in advertising and other leading executives of the field.

Mr. Mamberg is also a member of the Business Administration Club and has been the editor of the Club's newsletter, "The Business Letter." He has also been active in the Student Government Association, serving as a member of the Executive Board for two years.

Mamberg is currently serving a second term as president of the Advertising Club.
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FRIDERS WELCOMED

FRIDERS WELLCOMED

The Storm

At 10:21 a.m. yesterday Spring officially arrived on City College's campus. It was on this day last year that President Galbraith announced that City College would hold an open house for all people who wished to see the College. But yesterday the "open house" was overcast and cold, more like the storms that have been threatening the entire city this week. The weather was so bad that I'm afraid that many people may not have been able to see the College's "open house." But I'm sure that those who did would agree that the College is well worth the trip.

Baruch Discusses Controversy Between Arab League and Israel

By Fred Black

The Arab League meeting in Tel Aviv to discuss the problem of the Palestine refugees. The League has been criticized by Israel for its failure to show understanding of the Arab point of view. The Israeli government has accused the League of trying to limit its right to exist. The Arab League has denied this charge and has said that it will continue to support the Palestinian cause.

Student Appears on TV

In New Swimming Course

By Richard Kwarter

The turn of events in my class and I have spent a lot of time in the last two weeks discussing the problems that we, as a whole, have had to face. The situation is quite critical, and I think that it is important that we all work together to find a solution.

Column... Not In Good Taste

Printers Censor Sex Story

The controversy was proposed by the printers who were responsible for the printing of the sex story. The printers argued that the story was too sexually explicit and that it would cause a stir if it were printed. The story was written by a student who was not familiar with the rules of sex, and the printers believed that it was their duty to protect the students from such material.

Apologies to the College

I would like to apologize to the College for the offense that my article may have caused. I realize now that I should have been more careful in my choice of words. I am sorry for any inconvenience that my article may have caused.
Tuesday, March 21, 1956

Women Cagers Bow in Final Encounter at Hofstra, 47-22

By Danny Siegel

Thursday night the City College Basketball team moved one step closer to the Mid -City League title by defeating Hofstra, 47-22 before a near -capacity crowd.

The 47 -point margin was the largest of the season for the City College team which is now 7 - 2 in the league. Hofstra which was far behind in the first half came closer in the second, but not close enough to disturb the City College lead.

Women Cagers bow in final encounter at Hofstra, 47-22. (Page Seven)
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Lehman Comes to Aid Of Treasurer P. C. L.

Baruch Basketball Team Will Have Fate Discussed

The Baruch Basketball team and the office of Treasurer P. C. L. are in a financial dispute, over the case of the Baruch Basketball. When this happened, the Treasurer of Lehman, P. C. L., got excited and closed the account. Lehman then went to the Baruch School and offered to pay for the Baruch School, who will make the decision.

Friday Slated For Tourney

The 1956 Tournament of Oral Speeches will be held at 7:30 in the Physical F.P. in the Physical Building on March 25th. The Baruch and Hofstra teams will compete. The teams left the court at half -time, with Hofstra gaining a comfortable 10 point lead, 20-10. After the 15 -minute interval, the Hofstra team rallied and made a personal record in its victory. The teams finished the second half 20 points ahead, 47-27.

ATTENTION MATH STUDENTS!

DON'T SET ASIDE

THE SUREST WAY OF PASSING MATH!

NOW AND EVENING

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL TUTORING

Call Mr. Verter • Kl-6416

Men!

Wanted: A Prince for Pi Alpha Tau

Applications in 921 . . . Until Friday, Mar. 24

Ten Day Sale

STARTS THURSDAY, MARCH 22

Publisher's Overstock

92c and 98c

BOOKS ON ALL SUBJECTS

Humor - Art - History - English - Psychology - Education - Etc.

Limited Quantities • New Titles Daily

CITY COLLEGE BOOK STORE

9th floor opposite elevators

Shop at...

J. J. O'BRIEN & SON

( Opposite CCNY)

GREETING CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Serving CCNY Students Since 1864

Printing, Stationers, Artists

123 East 13th Street

Supplies, Drafting Materials

New York City

THE TICKER

Enjoy Easter Vacation

at Famous Malibu Ranch

March 28, 29, 30

LIVESTOCK SHOW

TRANSPORTATION, MEALS, TIPS

All Included - $27.50

Resend reservations to Frank A. Thornton

4110 Cunya Avenue

Bronx II, New York

This trip has no official connection with the College